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<blockquote> <p>John Johnson is the most amazing DJ I have ever seen. We had a tough
time deciding on a DJ because my husband and I wanted someone that was fun but still
respected the choice of music we wanted. I met Mr. Johnson at a wedding convention in
Greenville and something about him stuck with me. He was charming and very funny. The
minute I started to contact him he was very quick to respond whether it be through emails or
phone calls. He gave great recommendations for songs and was very informative of how things
typically go at a wedding. At our rehearsal he happen to be there setting up for a different
wedding and was kind enough to play our songs to practice walking down the aisle to without
me even asking. At the wedding he was amazing. He made everyone laugh and helped us to
stay on track with our time line. He played fantastic songs that got everyone out of their seats
and dancing and he also did great job of catering to our needs. John Johnson is magnificent at
his job and you can tell he really loves and enjoys what he does. It shows that he tries his very
hardest to make everyone's special day perfect and he definitely delivers. They say the DJ
makes or brakes your wedding and I can honestly say John Johnson makes it. I would
recommend Mr. Johnson to anyone who needs a DJ because he truly is the best you can get.
Thank you so much John for everything, you truly made our wedding a dream come true!!</p>
</blockquote> <p>Lindsay Plank</p> <hr /> <blockquote> <p>Thank you for your assistance
with our Telethon celebration events. Your karaoke service has been a great addition to our
thank-you events.</p> </blockquote> <p>Janice M. Peele, Children's Miracle Network</p>
<hr /> <blockquote> <p>John, your music is the best!</p> </blockquote> <p>Danielle Davis,
Miss South Carolina 1999</p> <hr /> <blockquote> <p>John, Well the world hasn't stopped
talking about your creative ideas and Elvis impersonations. You truly were the reason for the
success of our anniversary. We will proudly promote you to others.</p> </blockquote> <p>Jim
& Millie Bowers</p> <hr /> <p> </p> <blockquote> <p>John, We can't thank you enough for
agreeing to DJ Elizabeth and Bryson's reception. You were wonderful, and we had a blast</p>
</blockquote> <p>Brien, Kim, Eric, Elizabeth & Bryson (12/05)</p> <blockquote> <p>We
would like to extend our gratitude to you for the excellent job you did with our party... we were
impressed with your professionalism and talent.</p> </blockquote> <p>Ron, Lindy, Ashley and
Sarah Brennan</p> <hr /> <blockquote> <p>He did a wonderful job of emceeing and had
everyone laughing all evening.</p> </blockquote> <p>Carol Hernandez</p> <hr />
<blockquote> <p>Thank you for making our wedding so much fun!!! You did a fantastic job!!!
The ceremony music was wonderful!!! I think the main question of the day was Where did you
find the DJ? he is great!! Anyway, THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR EVERYTHING!</p>
</blockquote> <p>Tony & Starla</p> <hr /> <blockquote> <p>We again wanted you to know
that you did a fabulous job at the wedding of Sarah and Hal at Carolina Country Club Saturday
night! It was perfection! You worked with dignity and were totally organized. You knew how to
keep the crowd dancing and kept all entertained! Everyone we spoke with said they had more
fun there than any other wedding reception that they had previously attended! Our sons, Steven
and Chris, along with all of the young people, had a ball! The parent crowd so enjoyed their
opportunities to slow dance, etc. also. including David and I! I am sure as time goes on, many
will want your name, and have requested it already! We appreciate that you are a gentleman
with Christian values and morals and we didn't have to worry about having inappropriate music,
etc. You did Exactly as we requested of you........thank you for helping to make wonderful
memories for our families!!</p> </blockquote> <p>God Bless, David and Cheryl Hill</p> <hr
/> <blockquote> <p>John, Kip and I and our staff at Great Clips wants to �Thank you� for
your wonderful entertainment for the last 8 years! I don�t know what we would have done
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without you! In years past, we have always had a hard time finding entertainment that could
meet the needs of our employees but your amazing talent has helped us have success with our
pool parties, Christmas parties and even our hair shows! When a business owner decides to
have 2 or 3 events a year for their staff members and customers it can be a little overwhelming
trying to figure out how to keep that many people entertained and having fun but you have
completely taken all the stress a way that goes along with planning these kinds of events�.
�Thank you�! You certainly have an amazing talent and we want to personally thank you for
sharing your talents with us. Our Great Clips girls always ask us every year to bring you back
for our events�to me that says a lot about your ability to entertain all walks of people! Certainly
you have been given a tremendous talent and thank you so much for sharing this special gift
with us! �Thank you�!</p> </blockquote> <p>Kip and Shana Merck and our staff at Great
Clips</p> <hr /> <blockquote> <p>John, Thank you so much for such a fantastic
presentation!!! I thoroughly enjoyed your "show!" I didn't realize for quite a while that you were
singing a lot of the songs - wonderful! I sure hope you get some responses from the guests for
events later on. So many people have commented on what a great time they had and our
reception was the "talk" of Eaton even a week after. That couldn't have happened had the
music not been wonderful!</p> <p>Thanks for everything and your professionalism, yet fun,
was the best!</p> </blockquote> <p>Bonita and Jack Guido</p> <p> </p> <p> </p>
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